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Ritt Kellogg Memorial Fund
Registration
Registration No. H78F-F74CL
Submitted Jan 4, 2016 12:34pm by William Cohn

Registration

Sep 1, 2015-
Aug 31

Ritt Kellogg Memorial Fund
RKMF Expedition Grant 2015/2016/Group Application
This is the group application for a RKMF Expedition Grant. In this application you will be asked to
provide important details concerning your expedition.

Waiting for
Approval

Participant

William H Cohn
Colorado College Student
Planned Graduation: Block 8 2016

CC ID Number: 120863

whcohn@gmail.com
william.cohn@coloradocollege.edu
(224) 234-9740 (Cell/Text)

Date of Birth: Jun 23, 1994

Emergency Contacts

Stuart Cohn (Father)
(847) 712-0484
(847) 501-4199 (Alternate)

Vivian Cohn (Mother)
(312) 636-8807
(312) 750-8807 (Alternate)

Medical History

1. Broken bones, joint dislocation, serious sprains, or muscle weakness
2. Wear glasses or contacts

Medical Details: I wear glasses and contacts on occasion I have broken my left wrist and left collarbone

Additional Questions

Medications
No current medications

Special Dietary Needs
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Mostly Vegetarian

Physician
Lewy, Peter (Pediatric Associates of the North Shore, (847) 256-6480)

Last Doctor's Visit
Date: Dec 28, 2015
Results: All good.

Insurance

Covered by Insurance
Yes

Insurance Details
Carrier: Blue Cross/ Blue Shield of Minnesota
Name of Insured: Vivian Cohn
Relationship to William: Mother
Group Number: EP940-S1
Phone Number: (651) 662-5004

Consent

William Cohn
Backcountry Level II

Ritt Kellogg Memorial Fund Consent Form (Jul 15, 2013)
Recorded (Jan 4, 2016, WHC)

William Cohn
Backcountry Level II

USE THIS WAIVER (Nov 5, 2013)
Recorded (Jan 4, 2016, WHC)

I. Expedition Summary

Expedition Name
A'Spire'ing to Postpone the Real World: Alpine Rock Climbing in the Bugaboos

Objectives
First, and foremost, our most important objective is to return home safely and have fun. We are also very excited to
enjoy 14 days of alpine climbing, exploring and camping in one of the most amazing provincial parks in North America.
In doing so, we will continue to practice and further hone the many skills that will be required for this trip. Regardless
of whether or not we successfully climb every objective or spend 14 days hunkered in our tents, this experience will be
an amazing time and adventure for all of us.

Pigeon Spire: West Ridge: Grade IV 5.4

Bugaboo Spire : North-East Ridge: Grade IV 5.7

Crescent Spire: McTech Roof, McTech Arete: 6 pitches, 5.10-

Snowpatch Spire: Southeast Corner: Wiessner’s route Grade IV 5.7.
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Snowpatch Spire: Surfs Up 5.9 Grade II 

(Possibly) South Howser Tower- Beckey-Chouinard 5.10

Location
The Bugaboos, Purcell Mountains, British Columbia, Canada. See Appendix A for overview maps of the area, and
wilderness character for a more in depth description.

Departure Date
Aug 15, 2016

Return Date
Sep 2, 2016

Days in the Field
14

Wilderness Character
In written testimony, those that have been fortunate enough to experience the Bugaboos are incapable of truly
explaining the beauty and exceptional wilderness character of the range. We will be spending 2 weeks in remote and
pristine alpine terrain where we will need to be self sufficient and prepared for medical emergencies, winter camping,
route finding and contingency plans. While remote and isolated, we are excited for and are prepared to take
advantage of this experience.

The Bugaboo provincial park is relatively remote, located in southeast British Columbia, Canada within the Purcell
Mountains. The park is 13,500 hectares and contains glacier carved valleys and peaks that hosts some of the best
alpine climbing in the world. The peaks consist of rugged Cretaceous intruded igneous rock, granodiorite that
continues to be shaped by modern glaciation. The Bugaboos were first explored by miners in the early 1900’s and
was named “Bugaboo” after the disappointing mineral prospects. Two of the tallest peaks, North Howser tower and
Bugaboo Spire both exceed 3,000 meters in elevation and were first climbed by Conrad Kain and his party in 1916.
This set the stage for many other first ascents of more difficult routes throughout the park including a recent first free
ascent of the Eastern Face of Snowpatch Spire at 5.14 climbed by Matt Segal and Will Stanhope in 2015. In 1969 the
Canadian government established the area as a park and recreation area, naming it Bugaboo Glacier Provincial Park
and Bugaboo Alpine Recreation Area. By establishing the area as a provincial park it is protected by the British
Columbia Ministry of Environment. In the 1970’s the Alpine Club of Canada built outhouses and the Conrad Kain Hut
to limit environmental impact. This expedition will minimize impacts through proper Leave No Principles in order to
protect this fragile area.

II. Participant Qualifications

Participants' Graduation Date

Michael Kauzmann: Graduating: May, 2016

William Cohn: Graduating: May, 2016

Colin Chupik: Graduating: May, 2016

Fischer Hazen: Graduating: May, 2016

Medical Certifications
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Michael Kauzmann: WFR expiration 01/17/2017

William Cohn: WFR expiration 06/21/2017

Colin Chupik: WFR expiration 06/05/2016, WFR recertification (01/17/2016, Colorado College and WMI (Waitlisted),
or 02/05 with NOLS at REI in Denver, Colorado)

Fischer Hazen: WFR expiration 01/20/2016, WFR recertification (01/17/2016, Colorado College and WMI, will be
transferred to three year certification through First Lead INC.), EMT certification 03/01/2017

Does your group have adequate experience?
Yes

Training Plan
All members of our expedition have the experience necessary to make this expedition safe and successful. Although
we acknowledge that each member has more experience in different aspects and environments that we will encounter
on our trip, we plan to take advantage of our different areas of expertise to ensure we remain safe in all aspects of the
trip. 

Fischer and Will have previous experience with snow travel, snow safety (both have AVI 1), winter camping and
crevasse rescue (both have taken crevasse rescue). The two were also participants on a ski mountaineering trip last
year (Glaciers and Granite: Skimo in the Beartooths) where they spent two weeks winter camping and travelling in
snowy alpine terrain. They also have extensive experience backcountry skiing in the US Rocky Mountains and in
Canada. Will and Fischer will have taken AVI 2 by the time the trip starts. Fischer will be working as an assistant guide
this summer on the West Buttress of Denali as well. Consequently, both Fischer and Will will take on more of a
leadership and “guide” role when travelling on snow and in winter campsite management settings. 

All four members are very comfortable on rock and climbing technical terrain. Colin, Michael and Fischer have all
taken an SPI course, are Level 3 Climbing Site Managers for CC and are all Climbing Instructors for the school. They
have extensive experience teaching climbing techniques to beginning climbers with a heavy emphasis on safety.
Fischer has experience working as an ice guide in Telluride for Mountain Trip, where they are constantly working on
ways to increase safety and improve risk management. Colin and Fischer are also taking their SPI exams in January.
Although Will has less multi pitch experience, and specifically alpine climbing experience, than his team members, he
will gain additional experience throughout the spring and summer seasons prior to the team’s departure for British
Columbia. He will also be taking the AMGA SPI course this spring and plans to apply for a Ritt Education grant to help
cover the cost of the course.

Will, Fischer, Colin and Michael all have extensive experience climbing, camping, working and instructing together in
both personal and professional capacities. In the personal arena, they have taken multiple trips (ranging from single
days to two week trips) throughout the southwest to Moab, Castle Valley, Indian Creek, Joshua Tree and other
Colorado climbing destinations. These trips have also included partner ascents of multipitch desert towers, the Grand
Teton and the Crestone Needle. Each member has climbed a minimum of 20 days with every other group member on
this trip. This group of four has functioned as the main climbing partners for each other over the past few years. In a
professional capacity, Will, Fischer, Colin and Michael led a combined New Student Orientation Trip for Colorado
College with a climbing focus this past year. They provided a positive, safe and fun climbing experience in Eleven Mile
Canyon for incoming Freshmen. Michael, Colin and Fischer are three of the four Colorado College Site Managers
currently at the school; a site manager is necessary to have on every climbing trip conducted by the Outdoor
Recreation Committee. They have also led multi day Colorado College Climbing Instructor Trainings together.

Before the trip starts all members of this expedition will have taken a Crevasse Rescue course, an AMGA SPI course,
and AIARE 1 avalanche training. Fischer and Will are taking AVI 2, Will in January with the High Mountain Institute
and Fischer in March with San Juan Mountain Guides. Michael Kauzmann and Colin Chupik plan on taking the
Crevasse Rescue course in the spring with Colorado Mountain School. All four of us will also be taking a rock rescue
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course through Pikes Peak Alpine School to improve our self rescue skills on the wall. This will take place in the spring
(dates TBD).

In addition to technical trainings, certifications and prior experiences, we recognize that we will need to train and
prepare for this expedition. We will have the ability to strength train in the Ritt Kellogg Climbing Gym in the winter in
preparation for the Spring when we can get outside and climb more alpine routes as a group and on an individual
basis. We are committing to a spring break climbing trip as a group where we will climb a handful of multi pitch
objectives (listed below). Once the snow clears and alpine rock climbs are once again climbable, we plan on climbing
the routes listed below. These climbs were chosen for a variety of reasons as each will allow us either to continue
improving on teamwork and efficiency on the wall, mental strength while leading and/or technical improvement. 

 

Spring Break

Kor-Ingalls 5.9+ II, Castleton Tower

Jah Man 5.10 II, Sister Superior

In Search of Suds, 5.10+, Washer Woman 

Epinephrine 5.9 IV, Red Rocks

Solar Slab 5.6 III, Red Rocks

Dream of Wild Turkeys 5.10 III, Red Rocks

Frogland 5.8 III, Red Rocks

Other (Summer, Individual)

South Face 5.8+ III, Petit Grepon

Wind Ridge 5.6 II, Wind Tower

Casual Route 5.10a IV, The Diamond

Maiden Voyage, 5.9 III, The Black canyon

III. Expedition Logistics, Gear and Food

Travel Plan
On August 15th Colin Chupik, and Will Cohn will depart from Colorado Springs to Fort Collins where they will pick up
Michael Kauzmann. They will then drive north through Wyoming and Montana to the Bugaboos trailhead west of
Brisco. We will rotate drivers and stop frequently for rests to ensure alert driving on this 20 hour trip to the Bugaboo
park trailhead. We will also spend the night halfway through the trip in order to recuperate and to limit driving in the
dark. During this time Fischer will drive from Anchorage Alaska to the trailhead over the course of three days, leaving
Alaska on August 14th. Both cars have four wheel drive and will be able to make it in and out of the trailhead safely.
After the expedition, both cars will drive back to Colorado using the same route, with Fischer’s car diverting home to
Telluride, Colorado. 
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Will, Colin Michael: Colorado Springs to Trailhead ~ 1277 miles x 2 = 2,554 miles

2,554 miles/16 mpg = 159.63 gallons

~3.20/gal x 159.63 = $510.80

Fischer: (Anchorage to Trailhead) 2,140 miles + (Trailhead to Telluride) 1225 = 3,365 miles

3,365 miles/16 mpg = 210.32 gallons

~3.20/gal x 210.32 = $673

Total Travel: $1183.80

Expedition Itinerary
Expedition Itinerary.pdf (6.3MB)
Uploaded Jan 4 12:19pm by William Cohn

Re-Ration Plans
We will not re-ration during the expedition and will carry all of our supplies on the first day into the Applebee
campground. This might require multiple trips from the car to the campground, but is only a 7 miles round-trip.

Food Storage
In order to protect our food from wildlife we will use the established bear boxes at the Applebee campground to store
our food. Throughout the trip we will ensure that no food is left in bags or out in the open unattended. We will bring
food on our climbs and will ensure everything is packed out. All trash will be stored in the bear boxes and will be
packed out at the end of the expedition. We will not leave any food in the car at the trailhead in order to eliminate
wildlife break-ins. We will also use chicken wire to protect the bottoms of our cars from porcupines eating rubber off of
the bottom of the car.

Food List
food_budget.pdf (80KB)
Uploaded Jan 4 10:47am by William Cohn

Equipment List
Equipment list - Sheet1.pdf (55KB)
Uploaded Jan 4 10:51am by William Cohn

Are all expedition members familiar with LNT principles?
Yes

Plan for Minimizing Impacts
All members are well versed in Leave No Trace principles and are committed to making the practice of LNT a central
part of the trip. Fischer is also a certified LNT Trainer.

Plan Ahead and Prepare: This application constitutes a large portion of our planning and preparation. Additionally, we
will take steps such as re-packing our food to minimize packaging waste in the backcountry. The practice of making a
plan before heading out will also allow us to make better and more educated decisions with respect to whether or not
to  continue on a route. 

Appendix A

Appendix B

Appendix C
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Travel and Camp on Durable Surfaces: We will be spending the majority of our time traveling and camping on snow
and glaciers, which will allow us to minimize our impact when traveling and camping. In the event we encounter
watermelon snow, we will carefully avoid disturbing it. When not on snow we will look for and travel on pre-established
trails. 

Dispose of Waste Properly: We will take extra care to pack out all bits of trash we generate, especially micro-trash.
We will use WAG bags to dispose of human waste during the course of our trip due to the fact that we will be spending
the entire time in the alpine. We will not dispose of dishwater near water sources, it will be buried in a sump 200+ feet
from the nearest water source. All food and waste scraps will be packed out at the end of the trip.

Minimize Campfire Use and Impact: We will not be using campfires on this trip.

Leave What You Find: We intend to take only pictures and memories from the Bugaboos. 

Respect Wildlife: If we see any wildlife we will observe it from a distance. The area we are camping in has preinstalled
bear boxes for food storage therefore reducing personal risk and risk that animals will interact with human food.

Be Considerate of Other Visitors: We acknowledge that our first base camp is in a well traveled area. Since we will be
staying longer than the average Bugaboos trip, we will be cognizant of our presence in camps. We will of course
introduce ourselves and offer copious amounts of coffee if we meet other climbers, but will absolutely respect the fact
that many climbers are coming to the Bugaboos for the same reasons as us: to experience the wildness.

Cultural Concerns
There are limited cultural concerns for the Bugaboos. We will be interacting with climbers from all around the world
and will need to be respectful of their traditions on the climbs and at the Applebee campground.

Land Management
The park is managed by the British Columbia Ministry of Environment with collaboration from the Alpine Club of
Canada. A permit is required for the expedition and can be obtain two weeks from the start of the trip. The only
limitation for provincial park backcountry permits is a 14 day maximum stay and a maximum group size of 8 people.
Our expedition satisfies these requirements. The Alpine Club of Canada manages the Kain Hut and fees for camping
at the applebee campground. Camping fees are collected at the Kain hut and are $10/per person. The Alpine Club of
Canada requires that all visitors abide by Leave No Trace principles and restricts camping to the applebee
campground only. Bivouacking and camping near Bugaboo Spire, Snowpatch spire, Howser tower and Pigeon Spire is
prohibited. Pit toilets are available at the applebee campground, at the base of Pigeon Spire west ridge, and the
Bugaboo Snowpatch col. Where there is adequate soil human waste may be buried using proper Leave No Trace
principles. Wag bags are required in areas without adequate soil. Due to the fragile alpine ecosystem of applebee
campground, all washing must be done 100 feet from all bodies of water. The use of soap and biodegradable soap is
not preferred in this fragile ecosystem. 
Backcountry permits can be obtained from the BC Provincial Parks website 14 days before the start of the trip:
http://www.env.gov.bc.ca/bcparks/explore/parkpgs/bugaboo/.

IV. Risk Management

Objective Hazards
Glacier Travel: In Bugaboo Provincial Park, the majority of rock routes are accessed via glacier travel. Consequently
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it is incredibly important for all four of us on the team to be well versed in glacier travel and crevasse rescue. By the
time of the trip all four members will have taken a glacier travel and crevasse rescue course. All members will have
practiced building snow and ice anchors (t-anchors), self arresting, building 3-1 and 5-1 direct haul systems along with
2-1 and 4-1 drop loop hauls. Whenever travelling on glaciers we will rope up and utilize our route finding techniques in
order to avoid crevasse fall in the first place.

As we are planning on climbing in mid to late August, the Glacier will most likely be dry and crevasse avoidance and
route finding will likely be easier as we will not expect any covered crevasses. That being said we will always be alert
and prepared for crevasse rescue. Every member of the team will carry prussiks, ice screws, anchor material and
axes in order to properly initiate a crevasse rescue. As we are travelling in a team of four and in the event of a
crevasse fall, three members will initiate self arrest. Once secure, two members will maintain the self arrest while the
third builds an anchor and secures the fallen climber. Following this, either a direct haul or a drop loop will be
implemented. As Fischer and Will have more experience with snow and ice anchors, as well as snow travel, they will
take lead and back positions on the rope team so that one of them will always be on the ice to facilitate anchor
building and a timely rescue. 

As crevasse rescue, and all associated skills, need to be instinctive, we will spend the spring practicing so that the
skills are second nature. This will allow us to react in a timely and safe manner in the event of crevasse fall.

Steep Snow, Ice and Avalanche Potential: Avalanches are unlikely in Bugaboo Provincial Province in mid to late
August, however we will always assess steep snow slopes for avalanche hazard. Will and Fischer spend a lot of time
backcountry skiing and by the time of the trip they will have taken AVI 2 as well. We recognize that assessing
avalanche hazard is a constant learning experience and we will do everything in our power to safely analyze
hillslopes. In the late Summer we are most concerned about wet slides. To mitigate this hazard we will always attempt
to traverse or climb steep snow fields in the early morning before the snowpack has the opportunity to warm up and
release water. In the event of early snow, we will be on the lookout for sluffs, point release, loose snow and slab
avalanche. If a slope is deemed dangerous through analysis of snowfall, weather trends (including wind and
temperature), and other warning signs (including whoomphing, shooting cracks, other avalanches in area, large
amounts of new snow, etc…) we will not travel on that slope. A snow pit may be utilized to gain a better understanding
of snowpack morphology, however pits will not be used to determine if a slope is safe as they are not representative of
the entire area. 

Proper axe and crampon technique will be used while on ice and steep snow. 

Rockfall and Icefall: Prior to departure we will determine areas that are prone to, or have a history of, rockfall and
icefall. Once we have identified these areas, we will avoid them and take alternative routes to access climbs. We will
be very cautious while travelling up and down the Bugaboo Snowpatch Couloir. There are multiple reports of rockfall
here and consequently if there is a group above us climbing the couloir, who may dislodge rocks and ice, we will take
an alternative southern route around Snowpatch Spire. We will only travel on routes that we deem safe from rock and
icefall. 

As we will be climbing as two groups of two on routes, rockfall is an incredibly important component and
consideration. We will always attempt to avoid belays placed in terrain that funnels debris and place our belays in
protected areas. We plan to avoid routes with poor rock quality. We will attempt to avoid climbing directly under other
parties and will be loud when communicating in the event of rockfall or rock displacement. We understand that rockfall
is a hazard and will consequently wear helmets at all times while climbing. In the event we encounter loose rock we
will take care not to dislodge rock on following climbers. 

We will monitor trail and glacier conditions in the Bugaboos before our trip from the Association of Canadian Mountain
Guides website (assuming someone with the organization writes a report), http://acmg.ca/mcr/archives.asp. and from
the Bugaboo Provincial Park trail condition report:
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http://www.env.gov.bc.ca/bcparks/explore/parkpgs/bugaboo/trail_report.pdf?v=1451858195573. We will also monitor
weather patterns in the area leading up to the trip and check local forecasts in Radium Hot Springs before we arrive at
the trailhead.

Severe Weather: The weather in the Bugaboos is known for its unpredictability. It can snow any month of the year,
temperatures fluctuate drastically and rapidly and wind is strong and constantly changing. Conditions in mid to late
August are less drastic and more predictable. We will utilize alpine starts to take advantage of the most favorable
weather windows for climbing. That being said we will be prepared to face any weather conditions at any point on the
trip. To prepare for extremes we will pay careful attention to weather forecasts and on climbs we will all carry an extra
layer and rain gear. If weather turns while on climb or on approach we will make the decision to get off route and
return to safe shelter. We will also carry extra gear for bailing off routes. All participants are acquainted with lightning
position and lightning safety. 

Climber Fall/Climber Injury: We believe that it is irresponsible to take falls in the mountains, especially in a
remote/backcountry setting. However, we know that unexpected falls are a possibility, due to climber error, rock
quality, etc.. Consequently, we will place the best gear possible and adequately protect every pitch of rock that we
climb. We have also selected routes that are within our ability to climb safely and confidently. More so, we all have the
ability and skill to aid through any hard crux moves that may make us uncomfortable. Additionally, any top belays for a
second climber will utilize an atc guide in locking guide mode. 

Any and all belay/rappel anchors that we build will meet EARNEST specifications. We can control how we protect
ourselves at belays and will not compromise on team safety. 

In the event of climber injury, fatigue or mental block, we will make a group decision to bail off route and return to
camp in a safe manner. No objective is worth preventable injury.

Benighted: In the Bugaboos in mid to late August we expect ~15 hours of daylight/day. Utilizing alpine starts this
leaves adequate time to complete most of our objectives in daylight hours with some room to spare. However in the
case that we have not completed a route or descent before nightfall, we will all carry headlamps and will be prepared
to safely return to camp in the dark. We have experienced climbing and rappelling at night and feel that we are
prepared both physically and mentally to make good decisions should we be benighted. All routes selected have
relatively straightforward route finding and we are confident in our ability to complete route in the dark. If we feel that
we are moving too slowly to complete a route safely before dark, we will make the decision to bail off the route.

Altitude: Everything in the provincial province is below 3,400 m. We are all comfortable at and above this elevation,
having each climbed a multitude of 14,000 ft peaks in Colorado. We are all aware of and are capable of identifying the
symptoms of HAPE, HACE and AMS. Should we feel that one of the party is suffering symptoms a rapid descent will
be employed. 

Water Contamination: We will boil or treat any water before drinking or cooking with it to minimize the risk of getting
sick. 

Wildlife: The Bugaboos are home to both Black and Grizzly bears, and there are common sightings in the provincial
park. We will take usual precautions like making plenty of noise when traveling and will maintain a clean campsite with
our kitchen located 100 yards downwind. We will also bring 4 cans of bear spray in case we do encounter bears in
close proximity.
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Subjective Hazards
Ability To Function Successfully Together: 
As a group we have had many climbing experiences together. The objectives attempted and/or achieved together
have provided not only a solid base for our technical capabilities, but also our ability to work together. We have worked
with each other on the climbing wall, while teaching climbing, while living together on the road on big trips, and
through school to know everyone’s leadership style and how we function as a group. We have all been friends for the
last three years, and feel confident in our ability to maintain a fun and positive trip even if we do not summitt any of our
objectives.

Medical History: We are well aware of the entire group’s medical background. Colin has mild asthma, but will bring his
inhaler. There are no other pertinent problems that inhibit or disable any of the participants from the physical or
emotional challenges associated with a trip of this nature. 

Hazard Mitigation
The mitigation strategies for all hazards encountered on the trip are covered in the above sections. 

Special Preparedness
No member on this expedition has a serious medical condition or history that warrants special preparedness. One
member of the expedition, Colin Chupik has mild asthma and uses an inhaler (albuterol) in rare instances. All
members of the expedition have the medical expertise to administer the inhaler if needed. Colin will bring the inhaler
with him at all times on and off of different climbs. He will also let each member of the expedition know where the
inhaler is and when he has to take it.

Emergency Preparedness
Although we never plan on dealing with any injuries, and have taken steps to reduce the chance of any injury on the
trip, the fact is that sometimes injuries, both large and small, happen outside of our control. In the event an injury
occurs, our self-evacuation plan will be based on the severity and our assessment of the injury and scenario based on
our WFR knowledge. Fischer, due to his more extensive medical experience as a WFR and practicing EMT, will
function in the lead role for medical scenarios. Should Fischer be injured, Will, Colin and Michael have necessary
skills to effectively deal with that scenario. 
If an injury is minor, such as cuts, abrasions, or blisters, we will use our WFR knowledge to treat the injury and do our
best to stay in the field. If an injury is more major and requires an evacuation we will follow similar procedures as laid
out in the Colorado College Ahlberg Leadership Institute handbook. In the event of a non-life threatening injury that
requires medical assistance beyond what we are able to provide, such as a broken bone, but where the patient can
still walk, we will assess and treat the injury as best we can, and carefully walk ourselves out of the backcountry. We
will be carrying SPOT Gen3 beacons which include a custom message function. We will use this function to alert
family and friends that we are performing a self-evacuation, but do not currently require outside assistance. We will
also utilize the Kain Hut which is located one hour from the Applebee Dome campground. We will rent the SPOT
Gen3 satellite messengers from Lower Gear Outdoor Rentals.
Due to the topography of the Bugaboos, the easiest evacuation route will be back down the Kain hut trail and will end
up at the trailhead. This route passes the Kain Hut and should we need to do an evacuation/if the injury is severe
enough, they will also activate their emergency protocol. We will then drive to Brisco. Once in town or within cell
phone range we will contact emergency medical care to pick up the injured individual. Depending on the specific injury
we have the option of also driving the injured individual to the nearest major hospital, Golden and District General
Hospital, Golden, BC, a 75 mile drive from the trailhead. 
If an injury is more serious and poses a potential threat to life or limb if untreated, or if the patient cannot walk on their
own and we determine that travel to the Kain Hut is not prudent or reasonable, we will activate the SOS function on
our SPOT beacon. If we are near the Kain Hut we will head there and utilize their emergency protocol for evacuations.
However, in the unfortunate circumstance that Search and Rescue is unable to rescue us due to volatile weather, or
we are unable to receive assistance from the Kain Hut personnel, we will make our own evacuation effort. In the case
that only one individual is injured, one member of our team will remain with the injured individual while the remaining
individual returns to our camp to retrieve a large backpack to make a litter, and other necessary rescue gear that we
may not have with us. We will then make an effort to carry the injured member of our team out on the improvised litter.
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If we are located in an area where we are incapable of doing so, we will take steps to stay warm and dry until Search
and Rescue is able to reach us. This may involve such steps as building a snow cave (if there is snow) or finding
natural protection in boulders to stay warm and/or having one individual return to camp for necessary supplies. In the
case that two members of our party are severely injured, similar steps will be taken by the single healthy individual.
However, the healthy member of the team will remain with the two injured individuals in order to monitor vitals and
ensure they remain awake and oriented. The healthy member will only leave the injured individuals in the case of
possible loss to life or limb.
If an emergency occurs while on route, we will assess the situation and, if possible, immediately rappel the route. If
injury is severe enough, we will activate SPOT device before descending. We will then follow steps outlined above
depending on injury severity.

Emergency Resources
List the emergency and rescue resources available in the vicinity of your expedition. (Phone numbers for land
managers, ranger stations, hospitals, etc.) and how you plan on communicating with them if needed.
 

Closest Town: Brisco, BC (28 miles away via dirt road)

Closest Facility to Glacier: The Kain Hut (0.5 mi away)

Alpine Club of Canada, (403)678-3200

Closest Hospital: Golden District General Hospital (75 miles away)

835 9th Street North, Golden, BC V0A 1H0, Canada

911 for emergency calls, (250)344-5271 for non-emergency

Helicopter Rescue: Golden and District Search and Rescue (75 miles away)

Box 1332, Golden, BC V0A 1H0

911 for emergency calls or (250) 344-5902 for non-emergency

V. Budget

Budget
Full Budget - Sheet1.pdf (56KB)
Uploaded Jan 4 11:06am by William Cohn

Transportation
1183.80

Food and Fuel
733.27

Maps and Books
19.42

Communication Device Rental

Appendix D
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85

Permits/Fees
560

Gear Rentals
30

Total Funding Request
2924.21

Cost Minimization Measures
Colin, Michael, and Will are driving from Colorado, rather than flying to British Columbia. As we write out grant in
January, round trip plane tickets from Colorado Springs to Calgary are $470 per person. Fischer is also driving from
Alaska, instead of flying. The current cost for a one way flight from Anchorage to Calgary is $181, a one way flight
from Calgary to Colorado Springs is also $181. Therefore, the cost for just three of our four team members to fly
already exceeds the amount we have allocated for gas. It is also worth noting that these current airflares do not
include the additional expenses that would be required to travel from Calgary to Bugaboo Provincial Park. Additionally,
while driving, we will camp on National Forest land at night saving us campsite fees.

All food will be bought in bulk at Costco and Mountain Mamas to minimize our food costs. We already own nearly all of
the technical and camping gear we need with the exception of a Megamid which we intend to rent from the Ahlberg
Gear House at $10 per week for three weeks. We do need to rent SPOT devices, but are renting from the least
expensive company we can find at $85 per device, subscription included, for 21 days. For further bear protection, we
will have to buy four bear spray canisters as we are unable to rent these items.

VI. Expedition Agreement

Expedition Agreement
20160104_120430.pdf (10MB)
Uploaded Jan 4 12:20pm by William Cohn
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Expedition Itinerary 
 
Objectives 
 
 The following is our ideal trip itinerary. If all goes according to plan, the weather 
cooperates, and we do not experience any unexpected setbacks due to injury or route-
finding, we will follow this itinerary. However the specific days of activities may change 
dependent upon objective factors, as well as on group strength. All figures and 
resources can be found in Appendix B. Appendix A includes a driving map from Brisco 
to the trailhead and a layout of the park. We will buy high resolution topography maps 
from a map store of Howser Creek and Bugaboo Creek in Radium Hot Springs, Canada 
before the trip. 

Date Day # Objective/ Activity 

8/14/2016 Travel day 1 Fischer leaves Anchorage 

8/15/2016 Travel day 2 Colin, Will and Michael leave Colorado Springs 

8/16/2016 Travel day 3 Driving day. Camp at Bugaboo- Septet campground (Free) 

8/17/2016 Day 1 Hike into Applebee campground 

8/18/2016 Day 2 Bugaboo Spire- NE Ridge 

8/19/2016 Day 3 Rest day 

8/20/2016 Day 4 Rest day 

8/21/2016 Day 5 Surfs Up or Chinouard-Beckey 

8/22/2016 Day 6 Rest day 

8/23/2016 Day 7 Rest day 

8/24/2016 Day 8 Pigeon Spire- West Ridge 

8/25/2016 Day 9 Rest day 

8/26/2016 Day 10 Rest day 

8/27/2016 Day 11 McTech Roof  

8/28/2016 Day 12 Rest day 

8/29/2016 Day 13 Wiessners route- Snow patch spire 

8/30/2016 Day 14 Pack up camp and hike out. Camp at Bugaboo- Septet campground 

8/31/2016 Travel day 3 Driving day 

9/1/2016 Travel day 4 Driving day 

 
  

Total Days:  19  
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Route Planning: Descriptions, Approaches, and Descents  
 
Crescent Spire: McTech Roof, McTech Arete, 500 ft, 6 pitches, 5.10- 
Approach (1 hour): The approach to the Crescent Spires is the fastest and easiest of all 
approaches in the park. However this does not limit the amount of potential risk 
associated with glacier travel and possible rockfall. We will use the same precautions 
that are being used on our other approaches including the use of rope teams when 
traveling on glaciers and the constant assessment of rock quality. From the Applebee 
campground we will walk to the eastern part of camp and head north along a trail onto 
the moraine. We will follow the trail along the West side of the first lake and follow in 
around the second lake on the east side. We will head up the Crescent Glacier to the 
base of the climb. The base of the climb is recognized by a leaning flake under a 20 foot 
roof. We will not leave anything at the base of the climb and we will each share a 
backpack to limit weight. 
Route (see figures 3a-3b for further details):  
P1: Head up flakes to a steep hand crack to the base of the McTech Roof. Pull over the 
roof and continue up the hand crack. One hazard on this first pitch is loose rock at the 
bottom of this pitch. We will ensure that each member of the party takes precautions on 
this first pitch.  
P2: Head up a finger crack to .75 then around the arete and up to the McTech chains. 
This protects a lot better than the direct variation.  
P3-6: Climb up McTech Arete that consists of corners and cracks that pass smaller 
roofs.  
Descent: We will downclimb the southwest gully off of the summit. This descent requires 
walking down scree gullys and ends back on the Crescent Glacier. We will hike the 
same way as we approached back to the Applebee campground. See figure 3c.  
 
Snowpatch Spire: Southeast Corner: Wiessner’s route, 1500 ft, 5.7, Grade IV. 
Approach (1.5 hours) (Departure time: 5-6 am): The approach to this aesthetic line up 
the southeast shoulder of Snowpatch Spire is easiest from the Bugaboo Glacier. From 
the Kain hut we will hike up the medial moraine between the Crescent glacier and 
Bugaboo glacier. We will traverse the base of the spire south and west sometimes 
along snow to a gully that is marked by low angled dihedrals. This gully will lead us up 
to a notch in the shoulder that marks the beginning of the climb. The last few hundred 
feet up to the notch is a scramble. We will rope up if necessary. We will assess how to 
navigate around the base of the spire in order to ensure that we are protected from 
rockfall, exposed cliffs and glacier hazards. Approach is approximately 1 and a half 



hours from the Kain hut. We will not leave any gear at the base and will pack our bags 
adequately.   
 
Route description (see figure 4a for details):  
Pitches 1-3 follow easy climbing on slabs from the notch to a large left facing corner.  
pitches 4-5 follow corners up low angled corners to the base of the Wiessners 
overhang/roof. 
Pitch 6 bypasses the roof with a 5.5 hand traverse to the right.  
Pitches 7-11: Ascends slabs to the left of the giant snowpatch 
pitches 12-13 Moves to the right a hundred feet past a large detached flake to the base 
of a headwall. 
pitches 14-15 Ascend cracks to an offwidth next to a dike. Climb either the offwidth 
crack or the dike. Depending on the wetness of the rock the dike might be the easiest. 
Pitches 16- 17 move up easy 5th class to the summit. 
 
Descent description: Descend the Kraus-Mccarthy route on the West face of the spire. 
This route has anchors every 30 meters and can be done in 4 double rope rappels. 
After descending the Kraus-Mccarthy route head north to the Bugaboo-Snowpatch Col 
and descend rappelling past the bergschrund. If there isn’t enough snow to descend the 
Snowpatch-Bugaboo Col safely we will do either the Pigeon- Snowpatch rappels that 
heads south along the base of Snowpatch after the Kraus- Mccarthy descent. Several 
rappels for this alternate descent puts us on the Bugaboo glacier.  
 
 
Pigeon Spire: West Ridge 1500 ft: Grade IV 5.4 
Approach (2 miles, 1.5 -2 hours). We will leave early in the morning (Alpine start, 5am) 
in order to have enough time for this climb. We will approach the spire using the 
Bugaboo-Snowpatch Col to the Upper Vowell Glacier. Walk past the spire to the north 
towards Howser-Pigeon col and hike south down to the base of the west ridge. See 
Figure 1a for approach details. An outhouse near the base will assert that we are in the 
correct place. The route consists mainly of 4th class terrain with a few pitches of 5th 
class. To begin stay almost directly on the ridge, only varying a few yards from the 
crest. This will lead to the first summit.  At the top of the first summit follow slabs down 
to a saddle and then continue up the ridge toward the second summit. A steep section 
can be avoided by following a ledge to a corner on the north side. This will lead to the 
second summit. From there easy 5th class downclimbing to the north will land you in the 
col between the second and main summits. From the col, move left beneath the summit 
following icy ramps till you get to the bottom of slab angling up to the right. Climb up the 
slab continuing up a chimney to a loose gully on the left. Climb up the gully until you get 
to a large left-angling crack. Step right to a large flake and chimney and then back left to 



a 5.4 handrail. Follow the handrail for about 12 feet and make a reachy move up and 
right to easier ground that leads to the summit. In order to mitigate risk on the exposed 
sections of this climb we will rope up for all 5th class pitches and on exposed 4th class 
terrain that can be protected. We will use extra caution when we experience ice along 
the ridge. We will descend the same route, using rappel stations when available and 
when necessary. We will use the same approach to get back to Applebee Camp. 
 
Bugaboo Spire. North-East Ridge, 1500 ft, Grade III / IV 5.7 
Approach (1.5 miles, 1.5 hours). We will leave early in the morning in order to be the 
first people on this popular climb (4-5am). We will travel light with each member carrying 
a backpack with adequate supplies. To approach the spire by heading north from the 
Applebee Dome Campground, see Figure 2a.  Head west, hiking on the north side of 
Crescent Glacier. Ascend 4th class terrain to gain the Bugaboo Spire-Crescent saddle 
to the east of the spire. Hike the crest along slabs split by wide cracks. The route starts 
on the left of a small pinnacle, and for the first three pitches keeps left of the crest of the 
ridge proper 5.7 maximum. The rest of the route follows the crest and then chimneys 
5.7 to a final move up over a block to the North Summit, so around to the right (SW), 
and then up to the top. For more specific topo see 2b and 2d. From the top of the North 
Summit traverse through a “V”-noch to the rappel anchors, see figure 2c. Rap via the 
Kain route, leading back down to the Bugaboo/Snowpatch Col. Descend carefully back 
down the south side of the Crescent Glacier back to the Applebee Campsite. 
 
 
Snowpatch Spire: Surfs Up 5.9, 500 ft. Grade II  
Approach (1 hour) 
Departure time (5-6am) 
Ascend from the Kain hut the same way as with the Southeast Corner, but then wrap 
around up the south side of the Spire. The base of the route is on the south side of the 
west face see figure 6b. Begin at the right side of the west face of Snowpatch Spire, 
near the Pigeon icefall. Climb 3 pitches of indistinct cracks leading up and right to an 
alcove see figure 6a. Making sure not to climb up too far, pitch 4 is a traverse right to 
the Surf’s up ledge, don’t go too far up. From the ledge follow and an obvious 
handcrack to the top. Scramble/simulclimb up to the summit. 
 
Descend via the Kraus-McCarthy route as described in the description for the Southeast 
Corner. 
 
 
(Possible Objective) South Howser Tower- Beckey-Chouinard. 15 pitches, 2000’, 
5.10, Grade IV. 



Note: Depending on time, snow conditions, weather and physical ability we will decide 
whether to replace Surfs Up with this large objective.  
Approach: Figure 5a (2-3 hours): This is the largest approach that requires a large 
amount of glacier travel and navigation. We will leave early in the morning (2-3 am) to 
ensure adequate time. We will need to be cautious with glacial travel at night due to lack 
of visibility. We will assess glacier conditions during our attempt of our first objective, 
Bugaboo Spire. The Alpine Club of Canada sometimes opens up the  
Howser Tower for bivying at the East Creek bivy site. We will check with the staff at the 
Kain hut if bivying is a possibility. We currently plan on completing the objective in one 
day.  
We will approach from the Bugaboo- Snowpatch Col across the southeast side of the 
Vowell Glacier. If the Bugaboo-Snowpatch Col is impassable we will us the Pigeon - 
Snowpatch Col. Crossing the Vowell glacier we will aim for the Pigeon- Howser Col 
using a measured compass reading from the map. We will then head to the east creek 
bivy site and then hike down 1000 ft to the bottom of the West Buttress. The crest of this 
buttress is the route to the top of the South Howser tower.  
Route Figure 5b/c: First 1000 feet is scrambling up the West Buttress on 4th class rock 
until a split boulder. 
P1-3: Step around boulder and up through a corner system to where the wall steepens. 
P4-5: Low angle climbing on cracks up to a large corner  
P6-8: Climb corner 250 ft at 5.8 
P9-10: Scramble easy loose rocks to a large sandy ledge at the base of a headwall. 
P11-13: Climb wide cracks and chimneys 
P14-16 climb corner to chimney to an easy 4th class gully 
P17-18: Climb dihedrals to the top of the pinnacle and traverse left. Climb easy corners 
to notch and summit ridge. Rappel right from notch and scramble to the summit.  
Descent: Rappel the Northeast Face route located 10 feet south of the summit. Six 
double rope rappels takes you down over the bergschrund onto Vowell Glacier. Hike 
back to Applebee campground same as approach.  
 
 



APPENDIX A - Overview Resources

 
Overview of the Spires in the region. Applebee Dome Campground located just 
NW of the centrally located Conrad Kain Hut. 
 
 

 
A Road map from the main highway to the park. 
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Figure 1a: The approach to (blue) and climb of (yellow) Pigeon Spire 
 



 
Figure 2a: Bugaboo Spire North East Ridge (IV 
5.7) Approach Map 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2b: Bugaboo Spire North East Ridge (IV 
5.7) Topo Map 
 



 
Figure 2c: Bugaboo Spire North East Ridge (IV 5.7) Descent Notch 
 
 



 
Figure 2d: Bugaboo Spire North East Ridge (IV 5.7) Route Photo 



 
 
Figure 3a: Crescent Spire: Roof and Arete Topo Maps. Route is marked with C 
and E on the topo 
 



 
Figure 3b: Crescent Spire: Roof and Arete Topo Maps 
 



 
 
Figure 3c: Crescent Spire Descent through the southwest gully is in the yellow. 
The Applebee Campground is circled in red. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Figure 4a: Snowpatch Spire: SE Corner IV 5.6+ Topo map 



 
Figure 5a: South Howser Tower: Becky-Chouinard IV 5.10 Approach and Climb 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

Figure 5b: South Howser Tower: Becky-Chouinard IV 5.10 Topo Map 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Figure 5c: South Howser Tower: Becky-Chouinard IV 5.10 Map 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 
Figure 5d. Approach from Snowpatch-Bugaboo Col.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Figure 6a: First pitch of Surfs Up on Snowpatch spire 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6b: Surfs Up is G 
on the topo 



Number of 
people Days in field Food Days PPPPD Total 

Pounds
4 18 72 2 144

Category Multiplier People Days Weight
Breakfast 0.33 4 18 23.76
Dinner 0.35 4 18 25.2
Cheese and 
Meat 0.24 4 18 17.28

Trail food 0.37 4 18 26.64
Flour and 
Baking 0.16 4 18 11.52

Sugar and 
fruit drinks 0.14 4 18 10.08

Soups, 
bases, 
desserts

0.13 4 18 9.36

Milk, eggs, 
margarine, 
cocoa

0.28 4 18 20.16

Total: 144

Fuel:

Stove Fuel cost 
per unit Amount Total

MSR XGK/ 
Whisperlite

$12.95/quar
t 10 $129.50 

JetBoil $5.95/canist
er 4 $23.80 

Total $153.30

Breakfast 
Food

Cost per 
unit

Amount 
(lbs) Total

Instant 
oatmeal $1.55/pound 6 $9.30 

Dehydrated 
hashbrowns

$1.99/4.2 oz 
cartons (16) 4 $31.84 

Granola $4.99/pound 6 $29.94 

Bagels $6.89/dozen 
(2) 7.4 $13.78 

Breakfast 
Total $84.86 
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Dinner 
Food

Cost per 
unit

Amount 
(lbs) Total

Quinoa $6.02/pound 4 $24.08 

Rice $2.86/pound 4 $11.44 

Instant 
Beans $5.49/pound 3 $16.47 

Potato 
Flakes

$1.00/4oz 
(12) 3 $12.00 

Pasta $2.55/pound 6 $15.30 

Couscous $3.79/12oz 1.5 $7.58 

Tortillas $3.49/36 
count bag 3.56 $3.49 

Dinner 
Total $90.36 

Cheese 
and Meat

Cost per 
unit

Amount 
(lbs) Total

Cheddar $13.49/5 lb 2.5 $6.75 

Pepper Jack $7.99/2.5 lb 5 $15.98 

Parmesan
$10.59/2 
pack, 16 oz 
bags

2 $10.59 

Salami $5.99/pound 8 $47.92 

Cream 
cheese

$6.69/3 lb 
container 3 $6.69 

Cheese 
and Meat 
Total

$87.93 

Trail Food Cost per 
unit

Amount 
(lbs) Total

Peanuts $5.79/5 lb 
bag 5 $5.79 

M&Ms $8.99/56 oz. 
bag 3.5 $8.99 

Raisins $3.39/pound 1 $3.39 



Clif Bars $19.89/24 
pack 3.6 $19.89 

Peanut 
butter

$10.99/48 
oz. 2 jar 
pack (2)

6 $21.98 

Jelly $4.27/16 oz. 
jar (2) 2 $8.54 

Clif 
Shotblocks $30/18 pack 2.36 $30.00 

Clif Shot 
Gels

$1.25 each 
(20) 1.5 $25.00 

Sunflower 
seeds $1.70/6oz 1 $4.42 

Dried 
cranberries

$7.79/48 oz. 
bag 2 $5.19 

Dried 
Mango

$14.69/30 
oz. bag 2 $14.69 

Trail Food 
Total $147.88 

Flour and 
Baking

Cost per 
unit

Amount 
(lbs) Total

Flour $2.82/5lb 
bag 5 $2.82 

Baking 
Powder $3.60/can 0.6 $3.60 

Flour and 
Baking 
Total

$6.42 

Sugar and 
Fruit Mix

Cost per 
unit

Amount 
(lbs) Total

Brown 
Sugar $2.69/4lb 4 $2.69 

Honey $4.73/lb 1 $4.73 
Chocolate 
Chips

$8.99/4.5 lb 
bag 4.5 $8.99 

Tea bags $2.99/24 
bags (2) 0.11 $5.98 

Coffee $9.95/12 
pack (3) 0.34 $29.85 

Sugar and 
Fruit Mix 
Total

$52.24 



Soups, 
bases, 
desserts

Cost per 
unit

Amount 
(lbs) Total

Chocolate 
cake mix

$1.89/1lb 
Betty 
crocker box

2 $3.78 

Carrot cake 
mix

$1.89/1lb 
Betty 
crocker box 
(2)

2 $3.78 

Bouillon 
cubes $2.59/8pk 0.2 $2.59 

Assorted 
soup 
packets

$1.79/4-6oz 
bags (10) 2.5 $17.90 

Dried 
vegetables

$12.76/poun
d 1 $12.76 

Soups, 
bases, 
desserts 
total

!
$40.81 

Milk, butter, 
cocoa

Cost per 
unit

Amount 
(lbs) Total

Powdered 
milk $16/64oz 4 $16.00 

Hot 
chocolate 
mix

$5.39/60 ct 
box 3.58 $5.39 

Butter
$7.85/1 lb 
stick 4 pack 
(2)

2 $15.70 

Egg $3.61/12 
eggs (6) 9 $21.66 

Milk, butter, 
cocoa Total $58.75 

Fresh 
Vegetables

Cost per 
unit

Amount 
(lbs) Total



Onions $0.99/pound 2 $1.98 

Peppers $1.79 each 
(4) 0.5 $7.16 

Carrots $0.79/pound 2 $1.58 

Fresh 
Vegetables 
Total

$10.72 

Total Food 
Cost $579.97 

Total Fuel 
Cost $153.30 

Total Cost $733.27 
Cost per 
Person $183.32 

Cost per 
Person per 
Day

$10.18 
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Transportation
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Food
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as
4 canisters

$5.95
$23.80

Total
$153.30

M
aps and B

ooks
H

ow
ser C

reek M
ap

$9.71

B
ugaboo C

reek M
ap

$9.71

Total
$19.42

G
ear R

ental
3rd gen S

pot D
evice

21 days
$85

M
ega M

id (colorado college gear house)
21 days

$30

Total
$105

M
isc

A
m

ount
C

ost
Sub Total

W
ag B

ags
12

$35/12
$35.00

B
ear S

pray
4

$54.95
$219.80

A
quam

ira
4

$16.98
$67.92

Total
$322.72

Perm
its and Fees

P
erson D

ays
C

ost
S

ub Total

C
am

ping
56

$10/day
$560

Total
$560

Trip Total
2924.21

* $3.20 for gas due to increased sum
m

er prices

*S
ee food list for detailed breakdow

n

* P
riced at R

E
I list price

A
ppendix A

A
ppendix D


